
LEGIT
SPY CAMERA (SIM WIDE) v1.0

Product Features

1. Quickly locate avatars and ZOOM in to watch them undetected across an entire sim.
2. THOUSANDS of meters in range, unlike most trackers which are limited to 96m.
3. Actually CAM IN on your target from long distance and LOCK your camera position.
4. View CLOSE DETAIL from long distances and easily REVERT back to locked position.
5. Easily TELEPORT to your camera position via coordinates in private local chat.

Extended Description

You are a need to know person.  You need to know who is on a given sim, and what they are doing.  You want to know this, despite 
how far they might be from your location, and despite where they might be hiding on a given sim.  You want to set your camera on 
them, quickly and in stealth. You want to be undetected.  You want to be in control. You want the option of teleporting in to your 
target location, with a simple click.

Congratulations, now you can.

The LEGIT Spy Camera was created with you in mind.  All of the traditional avatar trackers are limited to a 96m scan range.  This 
substantially limits your ability to track anyone undetected.  After all, if you can see them within 96m, they can just as easily see you.  
The LEGIT Spy Camera allows you to locate an avatar well over 96m, hundreds, even thousands of meters away, up in the sky, or 
even underwater, or underground limited only by your graphics card, in-world privacy settings and draw distance capabilities.

The LEGIT Spy Camera also allows you to record an avatars coordinates, and teleport in to their precise location if you so desire.  
Otherwise, you can simply watch from a safe undetectable distance.

Product Instructions

1. Simply WEAR the LEGIT Spy Camera, and a HUD will appear in the upper right hand corner of your screen.  

2. Go to your desired sim where your target is likely to be located. Click the avatar icon on the HUD, and SELECT a target avatar 
name.  

3. Press ESC to lock in your camera position from afar.  You are now ZOOMED IN on your target.  

4. MOVE your camera controls as desired and press ESC to revert back to the locked position.  

5. To RETURN the camera back to your location, simply click the AVATAR ICON again and press ESC.  

6. To TELEPORT to the target avatar, simply click the AVATAR ICON again and select your target avatar.  Their COORDINATES 
will appear in LOCAL CHAT in a private channel.

7. Enjoy!


